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AbH~aez.Given a biparhte graph G, and a sequence H ~- (hi, hz ..... h n) of ptssitive integers, 
necessary t~onditions have bccn given by Folkman and Fulkerson [ ! ] for thc existence of an 
t,'dge coloring i~ wh~J:h exactly h i edges h:~ve color t. These conditions are suffich:nt if H has a 
i~tticular form. In this paper, we determine necessary and sufi icient conditions for the set C of 
al: color,feasible ~luen(cs  (~'hich is a partial order) to contahl a unique maximal sequence. 
If ¢." has this property, the conditions of Folkman and Fulkers~n are net~ssary and sufficient 
fz,; a ~equen¢~ H to be color4"eas/ble haG, Finally, an upper ~,und on the nu'alber of maximal 
,~¢qaen~s in C is given when G is biparti!e and has maximum degree 3. 
§ 1. Introduction 
A graph G = (X. U) consists of  a finite nonempty  set X of vertices and 
a set U of m edges. An edge cohering E(G;tI) is a partit ion of  U into n 
subsets H i ..... l !  n such that no two edges in the same H k ~are adjacent. 
Folkman and Fulkerson [2j have considered the following problem: 
When is a given finite sequence of positive integers h t . h 2 ..... h a color- 
feasible in a given graph G? In other words, when does there exist an 
edge coloring E(G,n) such that H i hes cardinality hi, / = !, 2 .. . .  , ta? By 
using basic results of network flow theory they have obtained neces~ry '  
and sufficient condit:ons for a sequence h! , h 2 ..... h,, containing no 
more than two distinct positive integers to be color-feasible in a bipartite 
graph. 
The~ copdit ions are gener; "y not sufficient for a sequence 
H = h I . h? ..... h,, to be color-feasible in a bipartite graph if H has not 
the above mentioned property. If the set C of all color-feasible se- 
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168 1). de IVerre, !nvest~gatfom: on an edge c~k~ring pro Mere 
quences in ,G (which is a partially ordered set, as was observed by 
Folkman and Fulkerson [ I ] ) contains a unique maximal ~quence,  then 
the conditions are sufficient. The purpose of this paper is to determine 
when C has a unique maximal sequence. In the last ~¢t ion we will der- 
ive an upper bound on the number of J~aaximal color-feasible sequences 
in a bipartite graph with maximum degree 3. 
§ 2. Preliminary results 
The chromatic index n of a graph G is the smallest number of subsets 
m an edge coloring of G. A k-matching F in G = (X. U) is a subset F c U 
such thai G F = (X. F) has chromatic index n v = k. It is we!l known that 
the chromatic index of a bipartite graph C is equal to the maximum de- 
$,xee of the vertices of G |4 J .  A k-matching F is rn¢~'imum if there is no 
k-matching in G with greater cardinality. If G is a bipartite graph, a 
k-matchingF in G corresponds ~mply to ;~ subgraph G,~, = (X, F)  with 
maximunl degree ko 
For k = I ..... n let -fA: be the cardinality of  a maximum k-matching in 
a bipartite graph G with maximum degree n. Let the sequence h~', h* ..... hn* 
be defined by 
t2.1  h,*. t. 2 ,3 , . . . ,n .  
Lemma 2.1. The sequence h~,h~ .. . . .  h* def ined in (2.1).,~ ~uch that 
. .  
Proof. [Let A be the incidence matrix of  the edges in G, i.e~ a e = ! if ed- 
g, e j meets vertex i and ai/ = 0 otherwise (i = I . . . .  , r ; j  = I, .... m).  Since 
A is totally unimodular, fk  is obtained by determining an optimal solu.. 
tion x : ~x t ..... x m ) of the linear f)rogramtaing problem P(k)  
max!z- xj'Ax<c,O< j<l,/=l .... ,m}, 
i-- I 
where c= (k ..... k) has • components. 
Let x t = (x~ . . . .  , x~)  be an optimal solution of  P ( f )  for any 0.¢ ~ < n. 
Clearly. -Ix t~- l + _~xQ+l is a feasible solution of P(~); hence for t - 1, .... 
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m m m 
• _ x~ ~.__  x~ ~.= 
or  
X•+I- I 1 
h~' =f,-1",., ;)f,+,--I, =hT.,. 
From now on, we will a.~ume that in every sequence h t , h 2 ... . .  h n 
the subs,:ripts are chosen in such a way thot h i ~ h 2 :~ ... ~ h n ~ O. 
The lollowing results appear in Folkma~. ', and Fulkerson [ I !" 
temma 2.2, Let G be an arbitrary graph: if  H = (h ! , h 2 . . . . .  h n ) is color- 
¢ ¢ 
feasible, then an)' sequence It '  = (h' I , h 2 .. . . .  h n) such that 
k k 
(2.2) ~D h; ~ ID h, ,  l, = l ,  . . . , , ,  - l ,  
i= l  i=1 
Iq FI 
(2.3) Z; h; = Z~ h, 
i= l  i= l  
is cok~r-feasible in (~. 
If (2.2) and (2.3) hold for 2 sequences H and H',  we will write H > H'. 
So the set C of all color-feasible sequences in a graph G is a partial order*. 
A sequence H of C is said to be maximal if there is no sequence H' #: H 
in C with H' > H, 
For a bipartite graph, we have the following result ([ i ] ): 
£temm 2.3. Where G is a bipartite graph with maximum degree n, each 
maximal color-feasible sequence for G contains exactly n positire mem- 
bers. 
it is obvious that rt necessary condition for a sequence 
H = (h I , h 2 ... . .  h~) to be. color-feasible in a bipartite graph G with maxi- 
* Formally al! ~quenees ia Cmusl  have h~e sa l~ length R (R may be for instance the number 
of  edges in G). However, we will omit the zero components in a sequence H ~,, nenever no con- 
fusion is po~bk. 
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mum degree n is that H < H* = (h~, h[ ...... 8", (, .... 0) where the first 
n components of H* are defined by (2. ! ) and the ~ - n others are zero. 
The~ conditions are also sufficient i fH  contains no more than two dis. 
tinct pc~sitive integers as was shown by Folkman and Fulkerson [ I ] : 
~ma 2.4. Let H = (h 1 , h 2 ..... h~) be a sequence sutisfytng 
(2.4) h~ =h2 =. . .=hk =P, hk+l =hk+2 =.. .=he =q, 
then the seque~.ce (2.4) is color-feasible in the bipartite graph G if  and 
onb" if 
(2.s) h2 ..... hO < (hl', h,* ..... O, ..., 0), 
where the h~'s are defined by (2.1). 
Condition (2.5) is gent rally not sufficient for H to be colol:feasible 
in G if H does not satisfy (2.4). It follows from I.emma 2.2 that these 
conditions are certainly sufficient if H* = (h r. h~ ..... h*) is color-feasible 
in G. But this is equivalent to saying that the ~t  C of all color-feasible 
sequences in G contains a unique maximal sequence. For suppose that 
H = (h i ..... h,) ¢ H* is the unique maximal sequence in C. So there 
exists an index k such that h t + ... + h~ < h~ + ,.. + h~ = fk. Let Ft be a 
maximmn k-matching in G; by partitioning F k into l-matchings 
H~ ..... H~ and U-  F k into l-matchings H~, i ..... tt: we obtain a color- 
W feasible sequence H'  = (h ! ..... h~) ~ H for which H '< H does not hold. 
This is .~ contradiction. 
in th~ next section we will give ;,ecessary and sufficient condition 
for C to have a unique m axin~tal sequence. 
§ 3. A theorem of uniqueness 
First we have to introduce some more definitions. Given a bipartite 
graph G with maximum degrce n, let H* = • * • * * (h l, h2..... hn) be the unique 
sequence defined in (2. I ). We associate with H* a sequence 
S = (SfOL S( I ), S(2) ..... S(t)) clefine~! as follows: 
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(a) S(O) = O; 
(b) fo r /= 1, 2, 3, ..., S(j) is the greatest index ~ < n such that 
!. 
For instance, if H* = (9, 8, 8, 7,4, 3) we will obtain S = (0,3,4,6). 
S will Ix.' called the skeleton of H* or simply of  G. (We always have 
S( t )  = n 3 
Lemma 3.1. Let S = (S(O), S(I ), S(2), ..., S(t)) be the skeleton o f  a bi- 
partite graph G = (X. U); let G' = (X, U') be a subgraph o f  G such that 
fi)r some p. G" contains a maximum S(p)-matchtng of  G and a maximum 
S(p + I )-mqtch~.ng, o f G. Then jot  k = S(p), S(p) + i, .... S(p + 1 ), G' con- 
~ains a maximum k-matching of  G. 
Prool, From the definition of the skeleton we have 
h~(p)+! ~) * ~ ... ~ h~(p+l )  hs(p)+l hs(p)+ 2 ~) * - 1. 
e Let f~ be the cardinality of a maximum k-matching in G', and let h k be 
~' = ' l ' - [ ' i - I~ .  1 , i -  2,3 ..... S(p+ l ) : l c ta -S (p)and  defined by. l f l '  zi 
b = S(p + I ). From Lemma 2. i, we have 
# ) 
(3.1) ha+ I ~./7' ... a+2 ) ~ hb" 
By hypothesis, fa =Y~ and fb = ]b" Th~'s tmplies 
(3.2) / '  / '  . . . . . .  ' ha+ 2 h~. ia÷ 1 + la+ 2") +h b =hQ*+l + * + + 
Since G' is a subgraph of G, we have ]~ -'~ f t .  or 
k k 
G h; h,', k -  I . . . . .  b, 
i=! '= 
and al,~o 
(3.3) ha+ I +ha+ 2 + ... +ha+ / ha+! + ha+ 2 + 1 ... + .~¢ +j. 
We have now two cams to consider: 
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Case  1. h*+l = ha* 2 = "" = h~ = h .  Suppose that for some Iz (a < 12 < b) 
we have f~ < f~. l,et t be the first index for whichf~ < f~. Then we 
would have h~, < h~ = h. But (3.2) implies 
q 
h~, 1 +... +h~, > h~÷ I +. . .+h~=h÷. . .+h.  
Thus we have h't+ ! > h, but this is in contradiction with (3.1); hence 
=ft for k =a,a + I, ...,b. 
Car~' 2" ha*+l - h*,÷2 = . . . . . .  = hff = h; h*+l = h*+2 = =1'~ = h - l" We 





+... +h,  =h**t +... +h*.  
' " * + . . .+h*=h+. . .+h.  
" F 
This implies h, < h. But from (3.2) and (3.5) follows 
t # 
hr, 1 +h~+ 2+~. .+h b>h~+ t ÷. . .+h~ =(h-  I )+ . . .+(h -  I). 
P Hence ht,  i > h - 1. This contradicts (3.1); so (3.4) holds, and we are 
now in the situation of case !. This ends the proof. 
Theorem 3.2. Let  S = (S(0), ~7(1 ), ..., S(t)) be the skeleton o fa  b i t~t i te  
graph G = (X, U). The set C o f  all color-feasible sequences in G contains 
a uniqt~e maximal  sequence i f  and only i f  there exists a famil), 
F = { F ! . F 2 ... . .  F t .  ! } o fmax imumS(~) -m~tcMngs  ,r: iu G such that: 
(3.6) F ! c F 2 c ... c I t .  I. 
Ptooi'. I'A). If C contains a unique maximal color-feasible sequence, then 
it is the sequence H* = (h~, h~ ..... h,*) defined in (2.1). So there exists 
a partition of U into subsets H~, H~ ..... H* where H~ has cardinality 
h~ for k = I, ..., n. For ~ - 1, ..., t - ! let F~ be defined by 
i - - I  
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Each F~ is a max imum S(~2)-matching and the fa~mily F thus obta ined 
satisfies (3.6L 
(B). We will prove by induct ion on the number  t + 1 o f  components  
in the skeleton of  G that the existence of  a family F satisfying (3.6) im- 
plies that C has a unique maximal  color-feasible sequence.  For  
t + ! = 2. this is true: we have Sf t )  = S f  I ) = n (where n is the max imum 
degree in G) and .so the sequence 1t*  = (h~,  h~ . . . . .  h* )  satisfies ~2.4) and 
f2.5), it follows from Lemma 2.4 that H*  is color-feasible. 
Thus H*  is the unique maximal color-feasible sequence in C. Let us 
assume now that this result is true for bipartite graphs whose skeletons 
have at most t components .  Let G - (X. U) be a bipart ite graph, 
S = (S{O) ,  S (  ! ) . . . . .  S ( t ) )  its skeleton and F a family o f  t - ! maximal  
S(t  ~matchings F~ satisfying (3.6). Consider the graph G'  - iX ,  F t _  l ). 
As a consequence of ta:mma 3. I and of  (3.6), the cardinality o:  a maxi- 
mum k-matching in G' is the same as in G for k = 1, ..., S( t  - i ). Hence 
S' = iS(0), S( I ), .... S( t  - t ) )  is the skeleton of  G' arid for the family 
F '  = {F ! , F:~ ..... F~ _ 1 } • (3,6) holds. So by our induct ion ll, ypothesis,  
the mt C" of all color-feasible sequences in G ° has a unique maximal .,'~ 
quence t l  ° = (h'~, h ~ .. . . . .  h~qt -  I ~) 
We have to show now that there exi~sts a family F satisfying (3.6) and 
such that U - F r_ i is a (n .... S~l - i ) ) -matching. Assume that no such 
family exists; so for every F, l :  - F t_  ! is a r-matching with r > n - Si lt  - ! ). 
Hence every color-feasible sequence t t - (h  I , h 2 . . . . .  h v )  with h,: = h*,  
i = ! . . . . .  S ( t  .... I ) has more than n positive members.  On the other  hand 
there is no color-feasible .sequence I t  with exactly n positive members  
which satisfies H > I t  (because thi~ would imply the existence o f  a fam- 
ily F such that U - F t_. ! is a (n - S ( t  - ! ))-matching). Hence there exists 
in C at least one maximal color-feasible sequence with more than n posi- 
tive members.  This cor, tradicts Lemma 2.3. So there is a family F such 
that in C"  = (X. U - f ' t -  i ~ the max imum degree is n - S(t -- 1 ). Hence 
there ~x~sts a color-feasible sequence in G" with n - S( t  -- ! ) positive 
members.  It follow~ from Lemma 2.2 that hs~t* - l)+ I ..... h*,~ which satis- 
fies I~t t_ I~+! - h~ < ! is color-feasible in G" (,~! i~ the minimal color- 
fe~sible gequence in G" among all sequences with exactly pl ° -S ( t  - 1) 
positive members).  Thus t~ ]', h~ ..... h,,* is color-feasible in G 
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Com| l fy  3.3. I f  the .skeleton So fa  bipartite graph G has at most  3 
~mponents ,  the set o f  all color-feasible sequences in G contains a unique 
maximal sequence. 
Proof. l fS  has 2 components~ we are in the ca~ of Lemma 2.4. l fS  has 
3 com~0~nents, (3.6) is trivially ~tisfie(i (F l c F I ). 
This re~,~ult may also be expressed in the following way:, Let 
H = (h t, h2 ..... h m) be a sequence satisfying 
(3.8) 
h I =h  2 - . . , - - -h i - -p ,  hi÷ | = hi ,  2 = ... = h~ = p - 1, 
hk .  I = hk+ 2 -- ... = hC = q,  he÷ I = h~+ 2 = ... = h m =q- I ,  
then condition (2.5) is necessary and sufficient for h t , h 2. ..., h,n to be 
color-feasible in a bipartite graph G. 
We conclude this section with some remarks or~ ~heort~m 3.~. 
Renutrk 1. It is interesting to observe that in the family F ~ach F~ is 
simply a maximal $(C)-matching, it may not be an admissible S(~), 
matching, i.e. an S(~)-matching such that U -F~ is an (n -S(~))-match- 
ing and hence may be colored with (n - S(g)) colors. (Notice that the 
F~ defined in ¢13.7) is of course admissible,) 
Rerr~rk 2. If G is not bipartite, Lemma 2.3 may not b~ true; as a conse- 
quence tt may happen that there is no maximum k-matching which is 
admissible. (lf G has chromatic iJidex n, a k-matching F is adrnissible if
G' = (X, U -  F) has chromatic index n - k.) Consider/or instance the 
graph Gj in fig. I for which the unique m~imum l-matching F! has: 
F~g. t. 
\ 
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8e 
Fig. 2. 
cardina~ity 3, while ever), admissible !-i~natching has cardinality 2. (The 
maximal sequences in C are (3, I, , I ) ~ind (2, 2, 2).) 
Suppose we define fk as the large~,~t p l)ssiL~le cardinality for an admis- 
sible k-matching mldh~ as in (2.1). Ih~! case where h~ < h~'+t for some 
k may occur. As ~n example, consider graph G 2 in fig. 2; we have 
(h~', Ii~, h*3,/z~) :-- (5, 2, 3, 1 ). The maximal color-feasible ~equences in G 
are (5, 2, 2, 2) and (4, 3, 3, ! ). This means that it is not always possible 
to defi,te a skeleton S as for bipartite graphs. However, even if 
h~' ~ h~ ;~ ... ~ h* holds and if there exists a maximmn k-matching 
which is admissible for k -- l, .... n, Theorem 3.2 may not be true for 
non bipartL~e graphs, Examine the graph G 3 in fig. 3. F l - H l is a maxi- 
mum and admissible l-matching; H~ ~ H~ is a maximum and admissible 
2-matching, while F 2 = H'~ o H~ o H~ is a maximum and admissible 
Gs 
o.6 o 
Ht H 2 H 5 H, 4 
0-6 6 
M~ °'~H'2* M4 
Vie. 3. 
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3-matching. We have (~,  h~, h~, h~) = (8, 5, 4, 1 ) and the ske, leton S is 
(0, 1,3, 4); condition (3.6) becomes F 2 ~ f:1 and one verifies that it is 
mtisfied. Howewer, (8, 5, 4, I ) is not color-feasible in G 3, The ma×imal 
~quences are (8, 4, 4, 2) anO (7, 6, 4, l ) and they co~respond to the edge: 
colorings represented in fig. 3. 
§ 4. 0,~) U'm number of maximal color-feasible ~qu~ in C 
In the previo~,s section we have ebtained conditions for the set C of 
all ~:olor-feasible s quences in a bipartite graph G to contain a unique 
maximal sequence. 
Our attempts to determine an upper bound for the number of maxi- 
mal color-feasible ~equences in a bipartite glaph with maximum degree 
n and with m edges have not been successful. However this has been 
done in tt:,e case n = 3. (Note that if n = 2,  C always has a unique maxi- 
mal sequencer f om Lemma 2.4). 
l,emma 4. I./r, a c~nnect~ed graph G with in edges, the ~rdt~,~!~ty h 
of  a maximum I-matching satisj~es h~ < ~ (m + I ). 
Proof. Given a maximum I-matching H in G with cmdinality h~, G may 
be cor~nected only if there are at least h ~ - l edges o; r G which are not 
in H. Hence ~ ;r 2h~' - i. 
[.emma 4.2. Let G be a bipartite graph with ~m.rimtfm ~legree 3; let 
H* = (h~. h~, h~) be the sequence defined in (2. I ). I f  nmi (h~ -h~,  
h~ - h~) = ~, then C contains at most [~ ~] + I maximal color-fi?asible 
sequences. 
Proof. ( I ). Suppose h~' - h~ = i. Then the sequenct • H = (hi,/12./~3) 
where 
(4.1) h:! = h~' - i~ ~1, ~2 = h~ + !-~ ~1, K3 =h~ 
~atisfies (2.5) and (3.8). Hence H is color-feasible in G. Furthermore, 
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(2). The number M of  maximal sequences in C is not  greater than the 
maximum number of  mutual ly  unrelated sequences in C. (H' and H" are 
unrelated in C if neither H' > H" nor H ~ > H' holds. ) • 
(3~ Let ¢;(H) be the set of  all color-feasible sequences H in C for 
which H < H. Since H is color-feasible, no sequence in C(H) is a maxi- 
mal ~quence.  Hence M is not greater than the max imum number  o f  un- 
related sequences in C -  C(/'J). 
(4). Every sequence H - (h i . h 2 . h 3) in C - C(]7) satisfies 
h I ;~ h~ - [] ~]" i f  h ! < h~' - |-~ I~], then we must have h 2 < h~ + [~t~] 
(o therwi~ fro,n ( ! )  we would have h i < h 2 which is not  possible). But 
such a sequence H would satisfy H </7  and there is no such sequence 
in C-  C(/t). 
1 (5). For every sequence H in C - (?(/7), h i can take at most [ i 2] + 1 
different values. Furthermore,  if for  two sequences H = (h e , h 2. h 3) and 
H' = (h' i , h~. h~ ) we have h i - h~. H and H' are not  unrelated. Hence 
there are at most ! ~ t I + I unrela*~ed sequences in C -  C(A). The case 
h~ h~ = t can be dealt with similarly. 
Theorem 4.3. Given any sequence H* = (h~, h~. h~) o f  positive integers 
(h t ~ h~ ~ h~), satisf~'ing h~ + h~ ;~ h~ - 1; let [ = min (h~ - h~, 
h~ - h~). Then the're exists a bipartite contlected graph G for which 
(a) I!* is the sequence de.fined in (2. ! ), 
(b) the set ~f all cob~,-[easibte ~equences in G contains [~ ~ ] + 1 maxi- 
ntal sequences. 
Proof. Let us define p = h~ + h~ - h~ + I ,  q = t~' - h~ - 2 [~] ,  
r - h~ - h~ - 2|-~ e l .  By a~umpt |on ,  p ;~ 0 ( i fp  < O, it  fo l lows f rom 
• Lemma 4. ! that the sequence H*  cannot corresp(~nd to a connected 
graph), and by the def in i t ion  o f  I~ we also have q, • ;~ 0. The graph G is 
obtained by combin ing [½ ~l graphs !1 . /2  . . . . .  !1÷~1, [-~ I~ I - I graphs 
J l ,  J2 . . . . .  Jl~ ~1 I, .~ graphs K I . K 2 . . . . .  Kp, q graphs L l . L 2 . . . . .  Lq and 
," graphs M z . ,44 2 ..... ,44,, as shown in fig. 4. 
One verifies easily that the maximal cardinal ity of  a l -matching F t is 
h~: I:! contains 5 edges of  each i i, I edge of  each J~, i edge of  each K~, 
2 edges of  each L i, and I edge of  each M i. So F l has cardinal ity 5|~-!~] 
+ ( l~e l  - ! ) +p  + 2q + r = hr .  Similarly one verifies that the maximal  
cardinality of  a 2-matching is h~ + h~ and that G has m=h~ + h~ + h~ 
edges. 
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I:i~. 4. 
Furthermore, let F z be any maximal (and admissible) I-matchip~ in 
G and let F 2 be a 2-matching containing F z and having cardinality as" 
large as possible. F 2 has cardinality h~' + hi' - [~  ~i. There are [~ ~! dis- 
joint alternating chains Pi (one in each li) which may be used to increase 
the ,~-ardinality of F 2 . By using any Pi, the cardinality of f'lL is decreased 
by one unit. Hence, C has [ ~ l ! + 1 maximal sequences 
h*-l~lz , h~'+l~.l), 
h~'-1½~l+2, h~+[~l- I ) ,  
h~ -I-~! + 2&h~' + [~1 -i}, 
Theorem 44. L~'t m be the' number of edges in a connected bit~rtJte 
graph with m~ximum degree 3. The set C of  color-[easibte sequences in
G contains at most [ i~i (m + 15)i maximalsequences 
Proof. Let I¢* = {h~'. h~, h~'} be the, sequence {2. ! ). The upper bound 
of Lemma 4.2 on the number of maximal sequences is maximum when 
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is maximum, i.e. I (h~-  h~)  -- (h~ - h~) l  < !. This implies 
h~ = {~ml. From Lemma 4.1 we have h~ < ~-(m + 1). So the maximum 
number of maximal .sequences in C is 
I 1 - - [ -~m + . 2[h~' -h~' l+ l  <{( [½(m+l ) ]  ]) I<[~(m+lS) ]  
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